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AS PART ONE HIGHIlIGHTED, AN EFFECTIVE STATE PROVIDES VITAL INGREDIENTS

for development. This part of the Report argues that governments will achieve

better results by being realistic in what they set out to accomplish. They must

strive to match what they do-and how they do it-to their institutional capa-

bilities, not to some idealized niodel.

Where government has a long record of failure, seeking a better match

between the state's role and its capability can sound like a recipe for disman-

tling the state altogether. But market development without a functioning state

is not an option. Rather, as Chapter 3 explains, the point is to prioritize. In

many countries the state is still not securing the economic and social funda-

mentals: a foundation of lawfulness, a benign (and stable) policy environment,

basic social services, and some protection of the vulnerable. At the same time,

it is overproviding many goods and services that private markets and voluntary

initiative could deliver instead. For development to proceed, such governments

need to go back to the basics.

Chapter 4 explores how governments can find the right match between role

and capability in a second area of policy where the state's behavior will inevitably

make a large difference to development outcomes: regulation, liberalization, and
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industrial policies designed to foster markets. Markets and society need and ben-

efit from effective regulation of certain activities. But many states are stifling pri-

vate sector development by overregulating or, often, monopolizing large chunks

of the economy by attempting complex strategic interventions in industry that

are beyond their institutional capabilities. Deregulation, privatization, and less

demanding approaches to regulation and industrial support in these circum-

stances will deliver large and immediate payoffs.

These chapters carry four basic messages for policymakers:

* States at all levels of institutional capability should respect, nurture, and take

advantage of private and voluntary initiative and competitive markets.

* States with weak institutional capabilities should focus on providing the

pure public goods and services that markets cannot provide (and that vol-

untary collective initiatives underprovide), as well as goods and services with

large positive externalities, such as property rights, safe water, roads, and

basic education.

* Credibility is vital for success. States with weak institutional capabilities

should also focus on the tools for policymaking and implementation that

give firms and citizens confidence that state officials and organizations will

not act arbitrarily and will live within their fiscal means.

* Matching role to capability is a dynamic process. As institutional capability

develops, states can take on more difficult collective initiatives (initiatives to

foster markets, for example), and use efficient but difficult-to-manage tools

for collective action, such as sophisticated regulatory instruments.



SECURING THE ECONOMIC AND

SOCIAL FUNDAMENTALS

W EAK STATES MUST TAILOR THEIR AMBITIONS TO do much to put long-stagnant economies back on track.
W their capability, yet some tasks are inescapable. We address the various approaches to government's role

The challenge, addressed in this chapter, is to find ways for in effective environmental protection in Chapter 4.
states-even states with relatively weak capability-to get Establishing a foundation of law and property rights
those basic government tasks right. Sustainable, shared,
poverty-reducing development has five crucial ingredients: Markets rest on a foundation of institutions. Like the air

we breathe, some of the public goods these institutions
* A foundation of law provide are so basic to daily economic life as to go unno-
* A benign policy environment, including macroeco- ticed. Only when these goods are absent, as in many

nomic stability developing countries today, do we see their importance
* Investment in people and infrastructure for development. Without the rudiments of social order,
* Protection of the vulnerable underpinned by institutions, markets cannot function.
* Protection of the natural environment.

The lawlessness syndrome
The importance of these fundamentals for develop- Markets cannot develop far without effective property

ment has long been widely accepted. But as is shown rights. And property rights are only effective when three
below, new insights are emerging on the appropriate mix conditions are fulfilled. The first is protection from theft,'
of market and government activities for achieving them. It violence, and other acts of predation. The second is pro-
is now much clearer that markets and governments are tection from arbitrary government actions-ranging from
complementary, that government action can be vital in unpredictable, ad hoc regulations and taxes to outright
laying the institutional foundations for markets. Also corruption-that disrupt business activity. These two are
much clearer is that faith in governments' ability to sus- the most important. Unhappily, as Figure 3.1 makes evi-
tain good policies can be as important for attracting pri- dent, and as the regional patterns in Figure 3.2 highlight,
vate investment as the policies themselves. in many countries neither is in place. The third condition

The track record of developing countries in managing is a reasonably fair and predictable judiciary. This is a tall
the fundamentals has been mixed. Many countries in East order indeed for countries in the earliest stages of devel-
Asia-plus others elsewhere such as Botswana, Chile, and opment, yet firms in more than half the countries sur-
Mauritius-have done a good job. But others have not. As veyed considered it a major problem.
Box 3.1 reveals, private firms in many developing regions The absence of these critical supports for property
are seriously constrained by the absence of such basic state rights gives rise to what this Report terms the lawlessness
functions as the protection of private property. Institu- syndrome. Firms in twenty-seven of sixty-nine countries
tional impediments are largely to blame and will be hard surveyed-including more than three-fourths of those in
to overcome. Yet windows of opportunity for reform can the CIS, and about half in Latin America and Africa (but
open and widen even in the most inhospitable of settings. none in the OECD)-are subject to this triple curse on
And a major theme of this chapter is that even a modest markets: corruption, crime, and an unpredictable judi-
shift in policy priorities in favor of the bare essentials can ciary that offers little prospect of recourse.
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Box 3.1 Weaknesses in fundamentals constrain firms the world over

In man!- countries the Fundamentals nieeded to allowv a Policv-related problems-notably regarding raxa-
firms to go about creating wcalth are nor in place. tion and the operation of financial markets-also
The sun-eY of busineispeople described in Chaprer 2 rend ro rank high iexcepr in Latin America;. But ir

asked firms to rank the relative importance of eight dis- is imponsible to tell from the survey results alone
tincr obsacle to economic arivir.to identil- which whether these widespread perceptions reflect the
aspecrs o0 governmcnt action most need improving. Ads uni%ersal desire of firms to pay lower taxes and to
the cable belou shows: borrow more at lowver interest rates, or w%hether the-

are symptomatic of funda-mental polikw shortcom-
o Obstacles associcaed with uncertain properr rights ings. Nlore telling is the perception in countries of

and dealin2 itrh arbitrariness-corruption and the CIS that policy instabilint is a major constraint.
crime-rank amon, the top three everwAvhere except U Poor infrastrutCure emerges as rhe leading constraint
among the high-income countries of the Organization in South Asia and the Mliddle East and North
for Economic Cooperation and Development. Regu- Africa, and as one of the top three consta-ints iLn
lation does not emergt directly as a major obstacle. Latin America and Sub-Saharan Africa.

Firms' rankings of obstacles to doing business
iworst = 11

Sub-Saharan Latin America East and Eiddle East and High-income
Obstacle Africa and Caribbean Soth Asia North Aftica CIS CE OECD

Property rights
Corruption 1 1 3 2 3 3 5
Cnrne and tneft 5 3 8 s 4 6 6
Regulation 8 8 7 7 8 8 4

Polics

Taxes 2 5 2 3 1 1 1
Financing 6 4 5 4 5 2 2
Inflatior, 4 7 4 6 6 4 8
Policy instaoility 7 6 6 5 2 7 7

Public nwesrrment
Poor infrastructure 3 2 1 1 7 5 3

Source Private sector suwes conuctu}ea f-i ints Peton.

Corruption emerged from the survey as a major prob- America, for example, between 1980 and 1991 the mur-
lem. Its consequences often do not end with paying off der rate rose from 12.8 per 100,000 people in 1980 to
officials and getting on with business. Arbitrary govern- 21.4 per 100,000 in 1991, with increases evident in vir-
ment entangles firms in a web of time-consuming and tually all countries and subregions.
economically unproductive relations. More than half of Much remains to be learned about how to reverse law-
senior managers in firms surveyed in the CIS-but only lessness among private citizens. But the solution is likely
about 10 percent of those in the OECD countries- to embrace many of the reform priorities highlighted by
reported spending more than 15 percent of their time this Report, including better protection of the vulnerable
negotiating with government officials over laws and regu- and stronger overall capability of state institutions. A
lations (Figure 3.2). The burden of red tape is less in other community's descent into lawlessness can evoke a sense of
developing countries, but still consistently worse than in helplessness among the law-abiding. But as Box 3.2 de-
the OECD countries. Chapter 6 examines in some detail scribes, a recent initiative in Cali, Colombia, has shown
how the scourge of corruption can be tamed. that, even under the most difficult of circumstances, civic

The high ranking by CIS firms of the two other ele- action can start a reversal from despair to hope.
ments of the lawlessness syndrome-crime and judicial
unpredictability-partly reflects the unique institutional More complex institutional underpinnings
vacuum created by the rejection of central planning in the Containing lawlessness is necessary to secure property
transition economies. Yet indicators from other regions rights, but it may not be sufficient. Information and coor-
suggest that institutional decay is widespread. In Latin dination problems can also impede development by under-
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mining markets and property rights, a problem often
found in low-income countries. Figure 3.1 The lawlessness syndrome

Information problems occur because people and firms
inevitably have limited information and understanding, Nlun,t)er of countries wvhere one or mnore aspects of
or because the rules of the game are unclear. The scope of IaWesress are seriOu 5 acies to doing husrness
property rights-including the right to use an asset, to
permit or exclude its use by others, to collect the income Y
generated by the asset, and to sell or otherwise dispose of AAS

it-may not be well defined. People and firms may lack meE 5 Gnme oj
knowledge of profit opportunities, or of the probity of d al dr' )
potential business partners. The costs of seeking out such 4
information decline as markets thicken and their support-
ing institutions develop, making economies more infor-
mation intensive. In developing countries, however, the
costs of learning can be high.

Coordination of economic activity is difficult because
self-interested people and firms behave strategically-they [h tihree I

generally are willing to share information only when they 21
do not lose by doing so. The presence of moral hazard-
the risk that other parties might opportunistically renege
on agreements-hinders firms from taking advantage of u-r* a ':Kiuiir*. ils X.ir. T-l. I hill K hO,'? or is

rer rrOng um s.:o'ed is 3rLii Ji 1 ci I? Or- a C 31 i~
opportunities for mutual gain. As markets develop, insti- I" T A Airrt iiwer du6 ndociinrig ge.rer s..fveri alrnd v.1lr

tutional arrangements evolve to facilitate cooperation nn riel r:eOp ar a ifearIJC perrercni o' Frms 3coredtorn

among firms. Again, however, in developing countries as i1r .2 and ire a Cer3e r rne r: o ercenaees
empd Oi5 peircEri. So-urcE. Pri.,ale Se~fri su.e, .condtimIE=

where those institutions are underdeveloped, such cooper- thr etr-, enpcri

ation can be difficult to achieve.
Spot markets can emerge even when information and

enforcement mechanisms are weak, since the fact that the
exchange is simultaneous makes it more difficult to cheat. symbiotic development of markets and institutions: new
But for other transactions the costs of providing adequate industries create demand for more-complex institu-
information and enforcement mechanisms to enable busi- tions, which in turn enable the industry to develop fur-
ness to proceed can be formidable. ther. Consider the example of mining in the "Wild

Well-functioning institutions can reduce these trans- West" Nevada territory of the nineteenth-century United
actions costs. History provides abundant examples of the States.

Figure 3.2 Negotiating with government officials can be arduous

Percentage of firms cde%otng nore than 15 perenei
of nianagers' rime it negonating aith ohiciais

cis . -'

Latin America and Canboean

Middle East and 1lNorth Africa 38

Sub-Saharar. Africa 7

CEE 31

Souitn and Southe3st Asia 25

Hignancon'e OECD

0 10 20 30 -LO 50 6c-

ScUIre: Pritare sector surs.. ccrnd'reo TOT This Reronn
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Box 3.2 Standing up to crime in Cali, Colombia

One of the centers of the illegal xtorld trade in cocaine. * Puiblc education campaigns promoted tolerance
Call saQ irs homicide rare leap front 23 per l0h.Iil(u and reptect tor r[hl righrN of others. Coniniunin'
ciuzen, In 19183. t o%er lItI per 10(i.(0)0 In the earls leaders .erc traine-d in peaceful dispute settlement:
VW0)s. Mlanv nmurders could be dirctlyI artribuEcd to children were -ncouracd tro jioin a Friends of Peace
drug trafficking. but many more seemed due to a program: hunmoroius TX commerciak aimed to re-
preadin culture ot-j.ltcIne. Fed tip w ith tihe grow%ing educate citizen; tro follo%n the rules of everyday Iife.

lawlessncs.. in 1'-° the city celeced as mawor a rc- such aS obeying trafti> signals, or waiting in line to
specred plwicni.an who put combating iulcent crimc ar board a bus.
[he center of his polirical ptarnirm. U Public services were dircted at redLcing ineqwries.

Within nionrhb the newn maior had mounted a Primar. and secondan- chcols vrce expanded in
malur anricrime injritijai. the Program for the Dedcl- depressefd areas of rhe cir. : warer. lighr. and sewer-
opmenr of S3fety and Peace. Starting from chli princi- age scrf ices w-ere introduced into squarter areas: and
ple that preiention should take precedence o'er repres- youth centers and enterprise developnment programs
sion-arid after ain cxhauivie anal sis taf the parterns Worked to bring ternage gang memnber5 back into
ot crime-the program i'.U rked tc consibar crime acrens society- . mainsircain.
a %dric-t of fron[t: U Catalyrts of violent crime were directiy confronted.

The cirv banned the carr ving oif handguns on certain
* Orgarnizations oI civic order wcrc upgradcd. Special high-risk wetekrends. and sales of alcohol w%ere re-

education and hoLLsing w programis wve[e establi4ied For stricted late at night and during holidays.
police officers. and inprop-ementns %%ere made in [he
qua-lir -t c,rnIes including legald and conciiarion In after seven coroccurie 'ear5 of increase to a
iemrVces axLiI-able in rhe frontline inspecrorare oftices peak of over 1210 mifders per 100.000 pec.plel. Calt s
where titzens nile complaint; ot criminal action. murder rate finally began to dciline.

In the 1850s a few hundred miners worked a forty- The progress of land titling in Thailand is a more con-
square-mile area of seemingly marginal value. Only loosely temporary illustration of how the formal specification of
tied to the U.S. polity, they operated under entirely property rights can unleash "locked-up" assets and accel-
unwritten and informal ownership agreements. The dis- erate private sector-led development. Thailand has issued
covery of the gold- and silver-bearing Comstock Lode in more than 4 million title deeds since 1985, in two land
the late 1 850s precipitated a flood of prospectors. Within titling projects. A third project to title another 3.4 million
five months the new miners had established a formal min- parcels is under way. Land is an ideal form of collateral, so
ing camp government, which enacted written rules on pri- possession of secure title has improved access to formal
vate holdings and enforced them through a permanent credit. Three years after the first titles were issued, Thai
claim recorder and an ad hoc miners' court. farmers who had received titles had increased their bor-

By 1861 the surface ore was exhausted and miners rowing from the formal sector by 27 percent. By enhanc-
resorted to subsurface mining-a substantially more ex- ing security of tenure, title to land can boost investment
pensive and capital-intensive undertaking. With more at in land improvements (irrigation, fencing, destumping).
stake financially and with disputes over underground min- Newly tided Thai farmers increased their use of inputs by
ing rights increasing in complexity, the miners pressured 10 to 30 percent, their rate of capital formation by 30 to
for, and won, creation of a formal territorial government 67 percent, and their investment in land improvements by
with a more extensive judiciary-subsidized in part by the 37 to 100 percent. Even after adjusting for other factors,
U.S. Congress. productivity on titled land was between 12 and 27 percent

By 1864, with mining production still expanding, the higher than on untitled land.
territorial judicial system was overwhelmed by a massive Not every country is in a position to achieve such
case load, which could have taken up to four years to results. In Thailand certain background conditions played
clear. At the end of that year Nevada was admitted to the an important role. First, formal credit markets were
union as a state, and within a year some important judi- already well developed, and lack of formal title (and hence
cial rulings resolved disputes over subsurface rights. Prop- of collateral) was the only reason why many farmers could
erty rights stabilized, and legal uncertainty ended. not get loans. By contrast, in a number of African coun-
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tries with weak credit markets, no measurable impact of pribumi) business community used its extended Southeast
titling on borrowing and investment could be discerned. Asian network to kickstart exports of garments and furni-
Second, the Thai titling projects took place against a back- ture. A World Bank survey showed that over 90 percent
drop of land disputes that threatened security of tenure of the initial export marketing contacts of non-pribumi
but could no longer be adequately resolved through tradi- firms were made through private business connections.
tional mechanisms. This is not always the case. Indeed, Indonesia's non-Chinese exporters relied much more on
where land is cultivated individually but owned commu- initial support from public agencies.
nally, strengthening traditional, community-based systems Even when parties cannot rely on social enforcement,
of land administration could increase security at a fraction mechanisms of information sharing can allow quite com-
of the cost of establishing individual titles. This is a par- plex transactions to take place. Box 3.3 shows how in
ticularly attractive option where communities can switch Brazil, for example, sophisticated credit information sys-
to individual titles once the efficiency gains from allowing tems have developed to enable firms to bypass some of the
sales to outsiders, and from being able to collateralize land problems created by a predictable, but cumbersome, judi-
for borrowing, outweigh the benefits associated with com- cial system.
munal tenure.

But some complex transactions can proceed even with Focus on the foundations
simple judicial systems. A well-functioning judiciary is an Taken together, the evidence presented here offers reasons
important asset, which developing countries would do for hope-and a major challenge. The hope comes from
well to build up. As Chapter 6 details, creating a workable the fact that simple institutions can do much to facili-
formal judicial system from scratch can be slow and diffi- tate market-based economic development. The challenge
cult. But the best should not become an enemy of the comes from the recognition that so many countries
better. Even less-than-perfect judicial systems that are presently lack even the most basic underpinnings of mar-
cumbersome and costly can help sustain credibility. What kets. The first priority in such economies must be to lay
matters is not so much that judicial decisionmaking be the initial building blocks of lawfulness: protection of life
fast but that it be fair and predictable. And for that to hap- and property from criminal acts, restraints on arbitrary
pen, judges must be reasonably competent, the judicial action by government officials, and a judicial system that
system must keep judges from behaving arbitrarily, and is fair and predictable.
legislatures and executives need to respect the indepen- Once a foundation of lawfulness is in sight, the focus
dence and enforcement capability of judiciaries. can turn to the ways in which specific parts of the legal

Without a well-developed judicial system, firms and cit- system can buttress property rights. The legal terrain is
izens tend to find other ways of monitoring contracts and vast, ranging from land titling and the collateralization of
enforcing disputes. These can often make quite complex movable property to laws governing securities markets,
private transactions possible. In the early Middle Ages, for the protection of intellectual property, and competition
example, European merchants devised their own sophisti- law. However, reforms in these areas-especially the more
cated legal code, the lex mercatoria, to govern commercial sophisticated ones-will yield fruit only where institu-
transactions; the code helped revive long-distance trade. A tional capabilities are strong. In many countries, more
widespread alternative to legal mechanisms is social basic challenges remain to be met first.
enforcement, based on long-term personal relationships.
Cheating is deterred, not by the law, but by the "long Sustaining a benign policy environment
shadow of the future": both parties pass up the one-time Property rights are the foundation for market-led growth
gains from cheating in expectation of the larger gains from and poverty reduction. But much more is needed. Firms
a long-term business relationship. The extended family need an environment that induces them to allocate re-
plays just this role in supporting business transactions in sources efficiently, to improve productivity, and to inno-
many Latin American countries. Although family size lim- vate. And unless firms are confident that policies will re-
its the number and variety of possible transactions, families main reasonably stable over time, they will fail to invest,
find ways to, in effect, expand their membership, for exam- and growth will lag.
ple through marriage among business families or "adop- This section reviews international experience with
tion" of trading partners as godfathers, uncles, and aunts. some key policies that support development. It highlights

The extensive business networks created by Chinese some institutional reasons why countries find it so diffi-
clans, some of which have global reach, are another exam- cult to put good policies in place-and the increasing
ple of social enforcement at work. Against the backdrop risks, in a more integrated world, of pursuing bad policies.
of sound economic policies in large parts of East Asia, The emphasis throughout is on finding ways in which
these networks have been very successful in generating countries with different institutional capabilities can lock
wealth for their members. Indonesia's Chinese (non- in good policies.
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Box 3.3 Contracting and the judicial system in Brazil

The Brazilian Judicial svsrenm is elceeclingh- cumnber- ers nd hbu-eri of iarmenEs finds its uay into court-
fume froni a arm s pcrspectixC. A complexr mre of lax s onl- one in e%er, 2.601)1 docs so un Chile. and one in
mav ippl-, ru an ocher.ise simple business transaction. e'erv 20(001) in Pleru.
In 181, l. hor exanmple, geming an pxport license Eool,: A second reason why firms shrug tft rhc slc.N. new, ot
1.4-th scparate legl iction. inv%olving thirteen gcvern- [he judicial sx-stem i, thar (as in all private markeE
menr niniilsrie aild tirf-r agencies. The legal proces is econoniiesl priva[e institutional arrangements have
also c:.ceedinl- ilrw. prin,aril- because of a cinpleN e0 olvrd io ri,strain opportun!smn in business de.lings.
appealb procedur. Y~et surprisngl%-. when acked to s.hile bypassing court prvceedings. XXWe cite three
ev-aluare the reij[aie Imporiance lt a diverse array- ot e samples. First. Brazilian firms tcadily provicde short-
coniriinris on doing budnes>. tirms issigned a low term credit e en tl newz cuqromer-s with whtom they
rainkin, to problernm ai ciared x ah the legal ¢ vccrni. have hid no prior lealings; they base rheir confidertce

One reaswin i chi[. cumbrrsonme chou.h it f. Ion J w,ell-de%elopd crediti intfrmarion sy-stem tbick-

Bra.7il judicia s..stem ncnecheleos seemr to provide a scopped by a juridically sanctioned mechanism for
secure bickdrcup of judicial recouLrse tor businecs trans- publicizing information on people w\ho fail to paY rheir
accons NlIc.st irmi reporr that th: -judican.- is rcason- debts). Second althoijch it iS difticult ro claim plleded
ablx fair :Ld prediable. anid th,- do OI chl,lion turn propern w;hen loans are not repaid. under Brazilian
to it: two,-thirhLr,t ofa 'amplc of Brazililan tirms have dis- lawv leised propert- can be rcclaimed much more read-
agreed w-ith a go' ernment official dnd ;ouehr to ha,-c a il-so Br.uliliani nmake liberal use of leasing arrange-
ruling changed. ii) percent ha%ve taken the go-ernment ments. Third. 6or some simrple financial Eranmacion5,
tc court, and o'er Sii percenr %%ould do so agaLin. Si m- speciaJ judicial nicchanisnim allow rhie usual proceed-
ilarly. onie in e'ern I ,L0lJ transaciloim amc'nin produc- in-s tu b, bypassed.

Good policies promote growth signals and incentives for economic agents to accumulate
The past few decades have yielded a rich crop of lessons resources, use them efficiently, and innovate. Over time,
about the kinds of economic policies that support develop- as we saw in Chapter 2, getting these basics right can have
ment. The East Asian miracle shows how government and a dramatic effect on living standards.
the private sector can cooperate to achieve rapid growth The relationship between growth and macroeconomic
and shared development. The recent recovery of some stability is well known. Empirical work has shown that
Latin American economies, breaking out of a long history high rates of inflation (above single digits) adversely affect
of inflation and into renewed growth, has further con- growth. High inflation creates uncertainty about the re-
firmed the power of market liberalization, budget restraint, turns on saving and investment, thus creating a disincen-
and credibility-enhancing institutions. Africa, especially tive for capital accumulation. Inflation also makes it diffi-
south of the Sahara, has been slower in joining this move- cult to maintain a stable but competitive exchange rate,
ment, with the exception of a few countries such as Mauri- impeding the country's ability to exploit the benefits of
tius and Botswana. But several more-C6te d'Ivoire since openness and creating wage volatility.
the devaluation of the CFA franc, Uganda more recently- As Box 3.4 shows, governments around the world find
have embarked on promising new development paths. it difficult to achieve the strong fiscal and monetary disci-

Analyses of these and other experiences consistently pline required for economic stabiliry. Maintaining such
find a core set of policies that appear to be essential for policies is harder still. But reforming governments will not
growth: inspire the confidence necessary to generate growth unless

people believe the new discipline will be sustained. We
* Providing macroeconomic stability discuss below a range of institutional arrangements that
* Avoiding price distortions can help inspire such confidence.
* Liberalizing trade and investment. Limitingprice distortions is an essential element of good

policies, because price distortions impede growth. They
These policies help position an economy to benefit from can discourage necessary investment, divert effort into un-
competitive market forces. These forces provide the right productive activity, and encourage inefficient use of re-
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Box 3.4 International track records on fiscal deficits and inflation

As die figure shoms, fiscil defic.is in the indusirial c-untrasi, in the first jlt ut rhc P'01 910 neither the
cc-incries as a vlhole roie p rogressneIulY h-,r t-wo> decadlci African nor the Mfiddle Eastern Lountries hav-e been
s[atring in the early I6t.is. sadbilied briefly- in the late able ro tollocw througzh on dcticir reductioln ichieved
IOStit. and rhen bei,an to gro%u again. Pcrsivtenrl high in the second luff ., rhc
deficits have boosted public debt exven before un- Intlailon rates ha. e %aried acro.s, regions e%en niore
funded pension liabilities are incluededi frocn about -it, than hl'ie fiscal deficits I he intlationanr episode of the
percent cif GDP In N t') o -(I ptrcenL in lct9-6. Dc- I 9-Th and early- IiJS(Is spread quickli iround the
veloping countries in the aggregart have shown con- %vorld. The coldo-don o: inlation diar scarted in the
siderable improvemient in fiscal discipline. alrhou4h indutTri1a coutries in (he early lSi)s has becuin cc-
wih suLbsantial variation. Fi'cal defic-its srard fallingz take hi1d. but v.ith a lag. In hch deceloping ciuntrics
in the early lS9:ls. mainlY because oft expendicure cuts. inflation bea.n t ni.:oderare in the earlI 11 )N-K. bitt not

HoweNer. this aggregate picture reflects mainlv euvervv.-here. Int -mie de. eloptn-, tenons, intlaticn r ies
cesses in Asia anid Latin America. where ;ustained and are 5hc.% %ing tign4 it Actontergence roli:ard those ol the
dramati:c deficit reductions have bten achie'ed. B'. ilustrial counmies.

Fiscal deficits Inflation
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distortion by cutting explicit taxes and, often, correcting
Figure 3.3 Countries are discovering the overvaluations. The 1994 devaluation of the CFA franc
advantages of the value added tax (see Box 3.5) significantly reduced the bias against agri-

culture among virtually all the franc zone countries that
had not reformed earlier.

90I Harder to detect, but also widespread, are price distor-
tions in labor and capital markets. Legal minimum wages,
for instance, may be set too high, unintentionally making

7 Ci it more difficult for unskilled and low-wage workers to

60 find jobs in the formal economy. Similarly, the price of
capital-the interest rate-is sometimes kept falsely high

50 through heavy taxation of financial transactions or high

G0 _reserve requirements. When the authorities respond to
borrowers' complaints by clamping a lid on lending rates,

31) or by handing out subsidies to investors, yet another layer
2, of distortion is added to the price system.

- Maintaining liberal trade, capital market, and invest-
1U ment regimes is also essential for growth. As Chapter 8
n ___ details, many countries have recently moved toward

greater openness. Open markets offer opportunities for
1960s 197C0s 194E'CIS J9r40sQ citizens and businesses by increasing access to supplies,

equipment, technology, and finance. Trade linkages with
Sc.u';.: T;n~ l l99~5t the world economy also help domestic prices adjust to

global market conditions, so that prices reflect the scarcity
values of goods and services. And improved incentives

sources. Price distortions come in different forms, de- and opportunities allow entrepreneurs to use resources
pending on their historical origins. The most common, more efficiently.
however, involve discrimination against agriculture, over- Recent changes in the way developing countries raise
valuation of currencies, unrealistic wages, and hidden taxes tax revenues show how increased global integration can
or subsidies on the use of capital. affect domestic policies. Internationalization of business

African agriculture illustrates vividly how price distor- and relentless competition for foreign investment-plus
tions can undermine economic development. Agriculture the presence of tax havens and low-tax jurisdictions-
accounts for about 35 percent of Africa's GDP, 40 percent imply that countries cannot hope to tax corporate or per-
of exports, and 70 percent of employment. Yet histori- sonal income at rates much higher than global norms and
cally, African farmers have faced high rates of both explicit still attract investment. And a growing worldwide consen-
and implicit agricultural taxation. Explicit taxes (notably sus for lower national trade barriers has put pressure on
on agricultural exports) were high because administrative the collection of border taxes, historically a major source
weaknesses precluded raising adequate revenue from other of tax revenue for developing countries. (As a group,
sources. Implicit taxes were high because pro-urban and developing countries still derive about 30 percent of their
pro-industry policies combined with high levels of import revenue from trade taxes.) With increasing integration,
protection resulted in currencies being seriously overval- the share of trade taxes in the total revenue of developing
ued in real effective terms. In addition, in some countries countries may be expected to fall further.
public sector monopolies raised border prices well above With these new constraints on traditional sources of
those at the farm gate, absorbing much of the difference in revenue, many countries are turning toward consumption-
in-house expenditures. The combination of high explicit based taxes such as the value added tax (VAT). Indeed, the
taxes and overvalued currencies contributed to alarming combination of its revenue potential and pressures on
declines in Sub-Saharan Africa's agricultural growth rates: other sources of revenue has led to dramatic growth in the
from an annual average of 2.2 percent in 1965-73 to 1.0 number of countries using the VAT (Figure 3.3).
percent in 1974-80 and 0.6 percent in 1981-85. A liberal and open trade regime is also a powerful dis-

Since the mid-1980s many African countries have cipline on the other elements of economic policy. More-
made great strides in reversing the long-standing bias open economies are more exposed to external risks, mak-
against agriculture. By the early 1990s two-thirds of a sam- ing it more costly for governments to pursue inconsistent
ple of twenty-seven countries had reduced the degree of policies. Consequently, economies in which trade looms
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relatively large tend to have lower fiscal deficits than those Favorable surprises can cause as much trouble as
where it does not. The need to comply with the rules and adverse ones. The prudent response to a positive eco-
conventions of international treaties will be another spur nomic shock is to set aside part of the windfall for future
to good behavior. use. When the 1990-91 Gulf War pushed up oil prices,

An economy without sound policies is unable to Nigeria used its windfall oil revenue to expand spending
engage fully in international trade and investment. But (Figure 3.4). So in spite of the large increases in revenue,
being part of an integrating world economy also carries Nigeria's fiscal deficit actually rose in 1990. When oil
new risks. Where markets for goods and capital are open, prices and revenue fell in 1991, spending remained at the
the state has a hard time suppressing the consequences of new higher levels. By contrast, Indonesia responded to its
monetary indiscipline. If it prints too much money, the oil windfall with fiscal discipline, explicitly budgeting a
foreign exchange market will quickly expect higher infla- reserve fund to keep the increase in expenditure below the
tion, and the local currency will depreciate. This market increase in revenue and maintain budget balance.
feedback causes domestic interest rates to rise, and with
them the government's financing costs. Good policies are Goodpolicies are hard to achieve
needed to cope with the risks of capital flight, volatile Although the recipe for good policies is well known, too
arbitrage activity, and sharp movements in commodity many countries still fail to take it to heart, and poor per-
prices. Box 3.4 summarized some differences in how formance persists. This often signals the presence of polit-
countries have responded to the new global environment. ical and institutional incentives for maintaining 'bad"

Foreign capital inflows also impose discipline on poli- policies.
cymakers. Inflows tend to make the currency appreciate in Policies that are bad from a development perspective
real terms, and they can affect competitiveness and are often highly effective at channeling benefits to politi-
domestic saving. They can also be seriously destabilizing cally influential groups. Many macroeconomic prob-
because they respond quickly to short-run financial tur- lems-inflation, exchange rate misalignment-are in fact
bulence. Recent experience suggests that this turbulence covert ways of levying unexpected taxes on the private sec-
can be contagious, spilling over to other countries and tor or of redistributing economic benefits. Similarly, a
even other regions in ways not necessarily commensurate broad array of microeconomic restrictions on the opera-
with the change in risk. Countries experiencing sizable tion of markets-import restrictions, local monopoly
capital inflows may need to run positive fiscal balances,
using these precautionary savings as a hedge against the
possibility of sudden capital outflows. Capital inflows also
have major implications for exchange rate policy; fixed
exchange rates, for example, are unlikely to be a workable Figure 3.4 Unlike Nigeria, Indonesia managed
option if a country is vulnerable in financial markets. In its recent oil windfall prudently
short, the quality of a government's management of the
economy is critical. Percer1a9e cf 19i9 re. erj.

The risk of capital flight and financial turmoil is vividly Nigeria Indonesia
illustrated by Mexico's experience in 1994-95. An impor- -i\o
tant reason for the loss of confidence there was an over- 3:

valued peso, maintained despite very large current account
deficits. As foreign exchange reserves fell below the domes- ,OO
tic monetary base late in 1994, the authorities failed to 250 E r.&*dr'

bring about the necessary monetary contraction. More-
consistent policies could have limited the loss of confidence. 21:(0 e. r ;-.rJ, .. ,

An open economy is also exposed to price shocks aris- t
ing from world markets. Energy and food prices are par- - ,,- .

ticularly volatile and can affect a country's external pay- iA'be -

ments and fiscal positions. Exchange rates and interest - -0,c .0. ,;
rates are also volatile. Prudence calls for anticipating ad-
verse shocks (a sharp price increase for importers, a price - , 1 1
drop for exporters) by not borrowing excessively and 1990
maintaining scope for new borrowing and by holding ade-
quate foreign exchange reserves, and in the medium term . MF ; j it.

by establishing a more diversified economic base.
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privileges, regulatory red tape-serve to shelter powerful suggests that long-run goals are better served by sticking
incumbent firms or other favored segments of society. to self-imposed restraints and living with the rigidities

The political system in some countries has a built-in they inflict. The examples here concern fiscal and mone-
tendency toward chronic budget deficits. Legislators tary policy; further examples in the field of regulation are
exchange favors, each promising to vote for benefits to the discussed in Chapter 4.
other's constituents, without specifying how these bene- FiscAL POLICY. Many macroeconomic disturbances
fits will be paid for. So fiscal deficits rise. start life as fiscal imbalances. Recent research suggests that

When revenues fall short and politicians have little changing the institutional features of the budgeting process
stomach for cutting spending, governments have to choose can improve fiscal performance significantly.
either to levy or raise taxes that are desirable from an effi- Increasing the transparency of budgeting is particularly
ciency standpoint, or impose hidden taxes such as the so- important. Although society as a whole will lose from bud-
called inflation tax-the tax on real incomes that comes getary ambiguity, it can be a boon for politicians, blurring
from financing government spending with debased cur- the cost of favors to special interests, for example, or
rency. The latter course is often the easier. Increasing for- understating the long-run costs of short-term profligacy.
mal tax collection requires an efficient and honest tax When budgets are not transparent, "creative accounting"
administration. Achieving that may first require deep practices, such as off-budget spending and overoptimistic
structural reform of fiscal administration. A change in the revenue and growth projections, become all too easy.
VAT rate might take a vote of parliament, implying delays Needless to say, all of these gimmicks make it harder to
and political compromise. But an increase in the inflation control spending.
tax might involve no more than a ministerial order to the How budgets are formulated and approved is also
central bank. important. The evidence suggests, for example, that it

Even when intentions are good, governments may matters whether a country takes a hierarchical approach to
sometimes be forced to use hidden taxes like the inflation budgeting-giving considerable power over departmental
tax-although they recognize that in the long run this spending totals to the finance ministry-or one that is
brings huge costs and undermines credibility. How does a more collegial. In principle, the hierarchical approach
government with a history of inflationary financing con- ought to foster greater fiscal discipline by enabling more
vince potential bondholders that it will not inflate its way "top-down" control of spending and limiting the scope
out of its obligations this time, or simply default? How for legislators to expand the budget piecemeal.
can it convince trade union members that it will not cut A recent study of twenty Latin American countries
their real income by raising the cost of living? If it cannot, suggests that moves toward more transparent, hierarchical
investors will protect themselves by demanding a higher budgeting could deliver improved restraint (Figure 3.5).
interest rate on government debt, and workers will protect It found that budget deficits tended to be higher among
themselves by demanding bigger raises. Their doubts may countries that used collegial and nontransparent ap-
then become self-fulfilling: the government could be proaches to budget preparation. Countries with the least
forced to bring about the inflation that these private transparent and least hierarchical systems ran public
agents expect, by loosening monetary policy and allowing deficits averaging 1.8 percent of GDP. The middle third
real wages or interest rates to rise. ran an average budget surplus of 1.1 percent, while those

These perverse but powerful institutional incentives with the highest combined hierarchy-transparency scores
can make policy reform very difficult. And even if reforms had budget surpluses, on average, of 1.7 percent. These
are initiated, the skepticism of businesses, workers, and results highlight that countries looking to improve their
consumers may be borne out by events, unless the gov- aggregate fiscal management need to scrutinize not just
ernment can communicate the seriousness of its intent. their balance sheets, but also the institutional environ-

ment that shapes the incentives to spend.
Locking in goodpolicies MONETARY POLICY. A well-functioning, independent
Once reforms are announced, their lasting success may central bank can effectively reduce the threat of politically
depend on designing and implementing policies in ways motivated monetary expansion while maintaining some
that credibly signal that the government will not renege flexibility to accommodate unavoidable outside shocks.
on its promises. A number of possible lock-in mechanisms Many countries seeking credibility for their monetary pol-
are available, all with the same basic logic: to provide icy have chosen the model of central bank independence.
checks that restrain any impulse to depart from an- In many cases this enthusiasm sprang from evidence
nounced commitments. If institutional capabilities are that OECD countries with independent central banks
strong enough to allow some flexibility to adapt rapidly to generally had lower rates of inflation than others-with
unexpected events, so much the better. If not, experience no slowdown in growth. But attempts to find a similar
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pattern in developing countries have yielded mixed
results, depending on how central bank independence is Figure 3.5 Well-designed budgetary
defined. Russia's move to central bank independence in institutions help avoid large deficits
the early 1 990s, for example, did not seem to restrain that Priniar,eiCit lperLeniage of GDP'

country's inflation. This more complex story for develop-
ing countries suggests that monetary restraint through is

central bank independence cannot simply be manufac-
tured by fiat. It may require a prior foundation of checks
and balances on arbitrary action by public officials. 4 0 HOIciur 3

Choosing a conservative central bank governor, one
who is more opposed to inflation than society in general, El SaIl. . A r r, Trir.d1l ar,ci TactiTae:

may be one way for developing countries to reap the ben- 2 - *.
efits of central bank independence while containing the OC,;sa RGtn 3ULrUii
risks. Another way is to assign the bank only instrument Peir 'a * 0 
independence-the day-to-day setting of policy to achieve c .

a certain goal-while leaving the choice of the goal itself Dc,im,r,car,
to the political authorities. A third option is to establish a pul)li\

contract for the central bank governor that provides for L-, Lu So ,.er

some penalty for deviating from an announced inflation N a
target. This mimics the effect of employing a conservative
central banker without relying on subjective judgments E ra-,I
about the person holding the position. -

The mixed success of independent central banks in Cr a 1>

restraining inflation raises the possibility that some devel-
oping countries may simply be unable to put in place -6 LOS p High

mechanisms that credibly signal monetary restraint and
at the same time maintain the capacity to respond flexibly Irde' of tl, :uaIrtf of bUdgel rIStitutrOn5.
to outside shocks. For these countries the choice may ric., Euai lefid.rs are veraa,d er rr,r trl;-* 190rC'-92.

be between commitment through rigid mechanisms and Tr,* pndCeS tO Durveu.' intuLtuL,ri uL conitructiecl Irh,m
re;~p~. o ,s s iU'v, a T -uS i,Xr,IrX r.,..OGL ar.*cir. .;nC h:.. ter

no commitment whatsoever. A variety of inflexible ap- cunmponeni; Sc-ur,:c: Aele;,na r.aioo,our,d paer.

proaches have been tried:

* Argentina, in breaking away from a long tradition of These hard-line approaches represent a high-stakes
inflation, enacted a currency convertibility law in April race against time. By raising the cost of policy reversal,
1991 that essentially turns the central bank into a quasi such policies contribute to a belief that the government
currency board. The money stock must be fully backed will hold fast. In time, however, some exogenous shock
by foreign exchange. will be strong enough-or, perhaps, political opposition

* Many Latin American countries switched to a fixed to some side effect of the policy will be strong enough-
nominal exchange rate to anchor prices and coordinate to demand a reconsideration. At that point, countries that
private sector expectations. A fixed rate precludes the have won the race against time will already have put in
use of devaluation to accommodate short-run external place more flexible approaches to monetary restraint, or
shocks. But as Mexico discovered to its dismay in 1994, will have won enough credibility that adapting the strat-
a fixed nominal exchange rate can become dangerously egy will not be interpreted as a reversal.
destabilizing when capital inflows or domestic policies Investing in people and infrastructure
pull the real exchange rate out of line.

* Most of the francophone countries of Africa affiliated Well-functioning markets are usually the most efficient
themselves with the CFA franc zone and its suprana- means of providing the goods and services an economy
tional central bank. Central bank advances to a member needs-but not always. In particular, markets undersup-
government are limited to 20 percent of tax revenues ply a range of collective goods-public goods, and private
collected the previous year. This prevents countries from goods that have important spillover benefits for society at
substituting the inflation tax for conventional taxes (Box large. Generally these are goods that have a significant
3.5). But the same mechanism can also provoke defla- impact on the quality of life: clean air and safe water, basic
tion if growth turns negative, as happened in the 1980s. literacy and public health, and low-cost transportation
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Box 3.5 Commitment versus flexibility in the CFA zone

The CFA franc zone of \Vesr and C-entral Africa is hir h! a pair ofe:xrernal hhocks: A real appreciation of the
both a currency uni n and a monetary standard: the French franc against rtie dollar. which led direcl- to a
CFA fr3rn is conv-ertible to French francs 3a a fixed real appreciailon of the CFA ftrnc: and a dramatic drop
norilinl exchange rate. France esrablished rhe rime inTLhedpricesofsomememb rs majoreports. Thfi:ed
afier \'orld \X-ar 1I rto o. cree monetary and financial ec.hange rate ruled our adjustment through a nonminal
policies in its .frican colonis,. and Francc conlinucs to de%aluation. Inflation remained lo w in this period. but
plan a central role in itsF opertion, at the cost [t Otatjnanr growth. The -ern factorN that had

[n exchange tr Franlce s guaraintee ofctonvertibili-v. corributed to rhe credibilit- and s,abilir- of the CFA
member countric, urrender the tight t) print ncs. cur- zonc now nmade it extAremely difficiult to devalue rhe
renev. Polio changes require malrilateral ncgOtiations CFA franc. B3 rth carlv l1(.-Is. howe-vr. a consensus
among the meniber tratec and France. short if vith- "ar fnally reche t hat a devaluatio.n .a ncce arn.
dra ing ,,completely from the 7onc. a singl country A 5iX percent de, aluarion v aŽ announced in lanit-
cannot unilaterall' renege on its comm'ment. dry 1 !-j lts dramatic stue signaled that the de'alua-

Compared mrh %imilarly endol .ed neighh-rs zone [ion %as a oncq-andi-bd-.r-all measure. Thus its benefits
niember- exprneri,nJl looer 3 -rag icnlation and taŽrer could be reaped uithc.ut unde rnmining the fututr cred-
Lrwh rh rhroughout the I tPO and earls Il-c Bi th ' ibilir- (of the fixed excharne rate. Indications to- date
second halt oftrhe l l.O, ho%exer. certairn costs ot one suggest that the de aluaEoln has pro ed c largelv- ucce5-
membership had becomlie apparent. Thc CFA zone was ful on both counts.

and communications. They are also goods whose provi- As World Development Report 1994 highlighted, pub-
sion can dramatically affect the welfare and life prospects lic investment in infrastructure boosts private activity in
ofthe poorest in society. developing and industrial countries alike. A study of

eighty-five districts in thirteen Indian states found that
Public investments in health, education, and infrastructure lower transport costs led to considerable agricultural
yield high returns expansion by making it easier for farmers to get their
Access to safe water and the control of infectious disease goods to market. More broadly, competing for new export
are public goods and services with large externalities that markets requires high-quality infrastructure, to transport
will be underprovided, or not provided at all, by the pri- goods large distances at lowest cost.
vate sector. Infectious diseases still account for a large pro-
portion of deaths in developing countries, and the poor Yetpublic resources often do not go to these
suffer the most. Nearly 1 billion people in the developing high-return investments
world lack access to clean water, and 1.7 billion have no The world over, too few resources are devoted to vital
sanitation. Water-borne diseases such as cholera, typhoid, basic services. Governments spend roughly $1 per capita
and paratyphoid remain a pervasive threat in many devel- on public health, against a minimum requirement of
oping countries, especially for the poor. Evidence from $4 per capita. About 130 million primary-school-age chil-
Malaysia shows that traditional public health interven- dren-60 percent of them girls-were not enrolled in
tions, such as immunizations and provision of safe water, schools in 1990. Half the children in Africa do not go to
can make a significant difference in rates of illness and school. Girls, the rural poor, and children from linguistic
death, especially in infant mortality. and ethnic minorities are less likely to be in school than

Returns to education are especially high at the primary others.
level, because universal basic literacy yields large external- Part of the problem is misallocation of resources across
ities to society. Educating girls, for example, is linked to sectors-among defense, state enterprises, and social ser-
better health for women and their children and to lower vices, for example. In many developing countries, state
fertility rates. Many attribute a good part of the East Asian enterprises produce goods that private markets could sup-
countries' economic success to their unwavering commit- ply; the funds these enterprises absorb could be better
ment to public funding for basic education as the corner- spent on public goods. Turkey's state-owned coal-mining
stone of economic development. company lost $3.5 billion between 1990 and 1996. Tan-
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zania's central government spent one-and-a-half times
what it spent on public health to subsidize money-losing Figure 3.6 In Vietnam, the benefits of hospital
state enterprises. In low-income countries state enter- care are skewed toward the better-off
prises' losses averaged 2.3 percent of GDP between 1978
and 1991. Share of total spending

Another part of the problem is the misallocation of N eSe;.n,-rre1-t,cr, uncE"

resources within sectors. Spending on infrastructure and QUintil,

social services tends to be concentrated in areas where 2 .
markets and private spending can meet most needs-
urban hospitals, clinics, universities, and transport- | i r
rather than on essential public goods. These expenditures
often benefit the rich disproportionately, while the poor _ .

receive only a small fraction.
For example, governments often try to finance the S,.:uni

entire range of health care services. Yet public health inter- OLure p., .,esr
,JI11-,tle ciutInule

ventions directed at improving the health status of large l .
sections of the population, including the poor, warrant a
higher priority. Mvlost curative heatth care is a (nearly) pure c. ari 1 I'll .1.: 3 .:,r, 1 ':t

private good-if government does not foot the bill, all but
the poorest will find ways to pay for care themselves. This
may explain why the public provision of clinical care ser-
vices had no effect on health status in Malaysia, where Making better use ofpublic resources
people have the option of using private clinical services. To focus public resources more efficiently on providing

Although some governments are beginning to spend collective goods and services, countries will need to reallo-
more on primary and secondary education, higher edu- cate expenditures and learn to use their resources more
cation is still heavily subsidized relative to other tiers. efficiently. In many countries this will take both political
Whereas the Republic of Korea, for example, allocates 84 and institutional change. The vital first step in institu-
percent of its education budget to basic schooling, tional change is a readiness to embrace a pluralistic
Venezuela allocates just 31 percent. Thirty-five percent approach to delivery: to permit private participation while
of Bolivia's education budget-but only 11 percent of focusing direct public involvement on genuinely collective
Indonesia's-is allocated to higher education. The tilt goods and services (although, as discussed below, govern-
toward higher education is most acute in Africa, where ments might also choose to subsidize needy groups' con-
public spending is about forty-four times greater per sumption of goods even when the returns are wholly pri-
student in higher education than in primary schools. At vate). Viewed against the common postwar presumption
the extreme-in Tanzania-the ratio was 238 to 1. that infrastructure and social services are the exclusive

This emphasis on clinical health services and higher domain of public monopolies, pluralistic approaches
education entrenches social inequities. Evidence from might seem radical and untested. In fact, private and com-
Vietnam confirms that wealthier groups benefit dispro- munity participation in infrastructure and social services
portionately from hospital care: the richest fifth of the has a long historical pedigree (Box 3.6).
population are estimated to enjoy some 30 percent of the Only in the twentieth century did governments, first in
benefits of hospital spending, while the poorest fifth get Europe and later elsewhere, become important providers
only 11 percent (Figure 3.6). of services, in extreme cases excluding the private sector

Government decisions about what kind of services to altogether. This transition to a more pervasive govern-
supply are not the only reason why the benefits of public ment role evolved differently for different services and in
spending are unequally distributed. Differences in different countries, giving rise to wide variation in pat-
demand, especially those related to gender, are also impor- teins of financing and delivery within and across income
tant. In Cote d'Ivoire, for instance, almost two-thirds of groups. Among low-income countries, for example, the
public spending on education goes to boys. In Pakistan, private share of total education expenditure ranges from
boys benefit from about one-and-a-half times as much around 20 percent in Sri Lanka to around 60 percent in
public spending on their education as do girls. Often the Uganda and Vietnam (Figure 3.7). The breakdown of
relative disadvantage of girls is even greater in poorer health spending shows similar variation. In Latin America
households, reflecting differences in demand in these the private share ranges widely: from one-third of total
households for education for girls and boys. health expenditures in Ecuador to 43 percent in Mexico
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Box 3.6 Private provision of social services: A historical perspective

O)nl- in the rtwentieth century did the h rasc assume an borhood doctors. Nor until the tirsr antibiorics were
importinE role in pro) iding social vervices such as edu- mass-produccd after World War 11 did W\Vesrern medi-
ca[ion and health care. The abilin ot [he tate to prro- cine begin to benefit large groups of people. In de%el-
'ide these ierniccs ha \ aried. hovve%er resulting in dif- oping countries. increased urbanizacion and indusrial-
terent public-privaie mixes. izarion led ro the formation of labor groups. which

Todas s niodern eucathuion sx stems were i imnded on organized rheni,elxes to provide health insurance
privare -:.ten relhious-initiatves. From the Islamic through sickness funds" or pres'ted for publicly
ichook In lndonc!a and \X-e-r .Africa to the Hindu urus tinanced social insurance i!'strms. Br 1990 sixteen Latin
in India. the Chritan churches in mosr ot Europe. and American couintries had enacted laws ro prov-ide health
the village teachers of China. private religious schools insuranct to selected grolps. but only two Atrican and
ha%r been reachinm children for ccnrurcs. In ;,eneral. four Akvlan rations had done it".
howetr. educat[ionl '.&s a privilege of the elites. Nliss The Internarional Conference on Primarn Health
public luc[aioln isa nineteenth-cen[un inmenrion. ori- Care. held in Almna-Aia. Kazakstan. in 19-9. pro-
inacing in Europe and Norch America lnd spreiding to claimed health a "basic human righ" a3nd urged gav-
former coli,mies afrer independence. Signi`i,inr public ernmenrs to tiake re%pons!bilin ftor the health of their
insesEmenc led to e\panidine public sector enrollment>. people." Several go'ernmenrs in de%eloping countries
accompanied in sev-cral coUntries by a shrinhng role for created national health svstenis that purporr to provide
private chools In Nlalav' i. for example. enrollment in frec medical Lare tc. the entire population. These etibris
prm iae primar'- schoolsk eni from -- percent of the total niet ;ich mixed success. and the private sector e:-
in 1*56to li iJ percent in 1'1V9'. Ekchcre the inabilir. of panded to Fill the void. In Malaysia, for example. physi-
govcrnments to keep tip wiJth demand or overcome div- cians in private pracrice rose from -s percent of the
satistaction with public school qaualr led to an increase total in I'-5 [c. 0 pcrcent of the totl in 1'J90. But
in pri% 4tr school enrollnments. large parts ot'[he population s[ill lack access to basic ser-

Historicllsk most melical sern-ics %%ere priiatelv xices. tihilt others rely chiet%lon private providers paid
provided by midl. i%es. traditional healers, and neigh- our of pocket.

and 57 percent in Brazil. Eighty percent of health expen- be delivered privately (sometimes, as we see in Chapter
ditures in Thailand are private. 4 for utilities, taking advantage of these new opportuni-

In many settings unbundling the delivery of infrastruc- ties may require new regulatory arrangements)
ture and social services can help achieve a better match * To increase the transparency of the uses to which pub-
between roles and capabilities. In bundled systems of deliv- lic money is being put (much harder when many diverse
ery a diverse array of activities-private and collective, sub- activities are bundled together within a monopoly pub-
sidized and unsubsidized, competitive and monopolistic- lic provider).
are all undertaken by a single public provider. When
services are unbundled, it becomes possible: Yet organizational changes will not do it all. Perhaps

the most important change in the incentive environment
* To distinguish between activities that could be financed is to empower users themselves with "voice"-not only to

and delivered entirely through private markets, and work in partnership with providers where localized infor-
those that have important collective elements-and to mation is key to efficient delivery, but also to monitor
begin to shed the former providers' performance and to enforce, through the polit-

* To distinguish between those collective activities whose ical process, a commitment to quality. How this can be
delivery should remain in public hands, and those achieved is the subject of Chapter 7.
whose financing should be public and their delivery otecting the vulnerable
private-with vouchers, contracting, and similar mech-
anisms providing the bridge between the public and the Over the long term, rapid growth and investment in peo-
private sector (Chapter 5 explores these options in ple will cut poverty dramatically. Yet regardless of a coun-
more detail) try's income level-and regardless of the gains accruing to

* To take advantage of new opportunities for competi- the economy as a whole-some citizens will be left be-
tion among the array of goods and services that can now hind, and others will suffer temporary hardship. This sec-
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Figure 3.7 The balance of private and public education differs enormously worldwide
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tion examines how states have wrestled with the challenge vulnerable in industrial societies. These three programs,
of protecting the vulnerable. pensions especially, absorb a rapidly increasing share of

national income, and rich countries around the world are
A wide variety ofprotective measures revisiting some aspects of their welfare programs (Figure
Table 3.1 offers a glimpse of the rich variety of initiatives 3.8). Even Sweden, where the commitment to the welfare
governments have tried to protect the vulnerable in devel- state remains firm, and which has an unrivaled record in
oping countries. All of these initiatives fall into one of two eradicating poverty, has embarked on wide-reaching
broad categories: reforms to find a better balance between the social bene-

fits and the heavy-often invisible-economic costs.
* Pension, unemployment, and other social insurance In Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet

programs aim to support people who-for reasons of Union the state has traditionally provided a wide range of
age, the business cycle, or other circumstances-are social services. Before their transition to the market these
outside the wage economy for some part of their lives. states offered comprehensive benefits, but they differed

* Programs of social assistance aim to help the poorest in from those in industrial market economies in four respects.
society, those who are barely able to support themselves. First, because the system was premised on full employment

guaranteed by the state, there was no unemployment insur-
In industrial countries the universal welfare state, ance. Second, social protection focused on those (such as

which has influenced welfare programs around the world, the old and the disabled) who could not work. Third, ben-
has blurred this distinction. Most of the main transfer efits were decentralized at the firm level. And fourth, in-
programs-pensions, unemployment insurance, family kind subsidies (housing, energy) played an important role.
assistance-began during the 1930s and 194 0s in re- With an unprecedented economic contraction and
sponse to the Great Depression and World War II, and tight budgets accompanying transition, some countries in
following the realization that the elderly were especially Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union
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Table 3.1 Social insurance, social assistance, and poverty-targeted programs in developing countries:
Characteristics and lessons

Coverage and
Program type regional patterns Design issues and lessons Positive stories

Pensions Nearly universal in transi- Actuarial imbalances. even in some countries with Innovative schemes in
tion countries, very low in young populations, threaten macroeconomic stabil- Argentina and Chile
Sub-Saharan Africa, ity, especially in transition countries, Brazil, and
medium to high in Latin Uruguay. Transition countries need to increase
America Pay-as-you-go pensionable age. Separate redistribution from
schemes dominate. insurance.

Family Included in middle- to Family size correlates highly with poverty in the
assistance high-income countries as Central Asian republics but not in Eastern Europe

part of social insurance. It and the rest of the CIS. Poverty incidence deter-
is universal at the enter- mines the degree of progressivitv. Where inci-
prise level in transition dence is low, means testing is crucial to contain-
economies. ing cost.

Social Limited in transttion coun- More suitable to countries with relatively low Chile's family subsidy
assistance tries. rare in Asia, nonexis- poverty incidence. and old-age social
(cash) tent in Latin America and assistance pension

Africa.

General price subsidies Open-ended price subsidies are fiscally unsustain- Tunisia's price subsidy
Food dominate in Africa and the able. distortionary. and regressive Leakages can reform. which reduced
subsidies Middle East. Quantity be prevented by innovative targeting. Nutrition pro- costs by 2 percent of

rationing is prevalent in grams are more cost-effective than quantity rations GDP and improved tar-
South Asia. Food-for-work or general subsidies Programs that set work geting; 1993 Food for
schemes are used in Latin reqruirements are more cost-effective than rations Education Program in
America. Countries are Political economy often entails an urban bias. Bangladesh
shifting toward food stamp
and targeted programs.

Housing Prevalent in transition Often regressive. Urban poor are best protected by Chile's one-time subsi-
subsidies economies. mostly on- increasing and encouraging low-cost housing pro- dies for housing pur-

budget; less prevalent in duction. Community organizations and coopera- chase on the private
other regions, mostly off- tives have been more successful at targeting. Sub- market
budget. sidies in the former Soviet Union complicate

functioning of housing and labor markets

Energy Prevalent in transition In Asia, Africa, and Latin America gasoline subsi-
subsidies countries and oil-producing dies largely benefit the nonpoor They are also

countries, such as somewhat regressive in transition countries
Venezuela. because of their importance in the consumption

basket of the nonpoor Elimination of subsidies
would affect the urban poor.

Public works The Maharashtra Employ- Provide both insurance and assistance. They are India's Maharashtra
ment Guarantee scheme appropriate in areas where poverty is transient scheme: Korea's intro-
in India and social funds and there is scope for unskilled labor-intensive duction and cancella-
in Africa and Latin America projects. The program wage should not exceed the tion of work program
are funded domestically prevailing market wage. In-kind payments attract
and by international more women.
donors.

Ciedit-based Prevalent everywhere Main problem is the inability to borrow in the Grameen Bank in
programs especially in Africa. South absence of collateral. Programs should subsidize Bangladesh

Asia, and Latin America. transactions costs but not interest rates, use local
groups instead of direct targeting programs, orga-
nize beneficiaries, and incorporate incentives to
both borrowers and lenders to enforce repayment.
Incorporate saving as a necessary component

Source Adapted from World Bank 1996e.
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Latin America, reflects the shift to nonfood aid and greater

Figure 3.8 Pensions and other transfers have cooperation with nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)
crept upward in the industrial countries and community-based groups in the delivery of targeted

assistance. Labor-intensive public works programs have
Perceniage al GDP risen in popularity, particularly in South Asia and Africa.
12 In many countries, social insurance and assistance pro-

grams have failed to achieve their objective of protecting
10 _ z the vulnerable. Often they have resulted instead in trans-

fers of resources to elite groups, sometimes with fiscally

8 destabilizing consequences. New approaches are begin-
ning to emerge for both insurance and assistance. We
examine each in turn.

Social insurance-options and hazards
The generosity of social insurance programs has sometimes

- ,l,,.-wrought havoc with long-term fiscal policy. As Table 3.2
2 suggests, in many countries the liabilities implicit in indi-

viduals' accrued pension rights far outweigh any reasonable
measure of the government's tax-raising capacity.

1965 19,'0 1975 19SO .1985 199'0 Demographic changes partly explain these ballooning
pension liabilities. Aging populations account for more

ric,iu See ir,_ T=cv,r :., l.x (r fo,o 5Solrce L;'.. .r,ciu, than half of the expansion of pension and other welfare
e.r, OECEt 1.,-` benefits in the OECD countries over a recent thirty-year

period. Ukraine and Hungary, too, have older popula-
tions, which partly account for their high implicit pension

are beginning to realize that this system of universal cov- debt. Demographic pressures on pension programs are
erage is no longer affordable and must be replaced by likely to intensify especially rapidly in some developing
more-targeted programs. Cash transfers as a percentage of countries. China's over-60 population will double from 9
GDP are high. But adapting the welfare system to the new to 18 percent of the total in thirty years-a transition that
conditions is proving politically difficult. In Poland trans- took a century in France and Britain.
fers doubled from 9 percent of GDP in 1988 to 18 per-
cent in 1993.

In contrast to the OECD countries, the vast majority Table 3.2 Implicit pension debt in selected
of developing countries have created "oasis" social insur- countries
ance systems, which grant family benefits and pensions to rperce nEag5e WI GDPI

formal sector workers and civil servants. The size of this Implicit pension debt
oasis increases with income per capita. It covers 6 percent Country of governments
of the labor force in Sub-Saharan Africa, 23 percent in UrugLi&v 29rz

Asia, and 38 percent in Latin America. Formal unem- iur.gar-y 2 ii
ployment insurance is rare, but the use of the public sec- SziI

tor as employer of last resort is a form of disguised unem- Ukraine 1-1
ployment insurance. cr 6

Developing countries have also experimented with a Carner,on 4-
variety of social assistance measures for meeting the basic Peiu U

needs of the poorest. These have ranged from programs Co)rngo

that bundle cash assistance and insurance, to price subsi- Serne.pa 27

dies (food, housing, energy) and labor-intensive public M"1J 13
works (Table 3.1). The design of social assistance pro- Ghansa
grams has often been heavily influenced by international Burt r,a Faso 6

aid. The prevalence of food aid from the United States in 1 1.A, .E;'Ce ., a S L ''.er 19^') anl 1" 6 ,n,

the 1950s and 1960s, for example, led to the adoption of ,- ,,; e Sl .slcul.;IC St .5 d5:.)'. ''e ol r 
many food-for-work programs, particularly in South Asia. s, ,0. ra,;e 3- .I Ps''.:s ,
The emergence of social funds in the 1980s, especially in
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economy (generally the targets of insurance programs).

Box 3.7 The new Chilean unemployment Experience suggests that failure to make this distinction is
insurance scheme virtually certain to undermine both the fiscal viability of

insurance programs (because the "insured" can lobby for
Chile ha4 i 3 ccrunce pak chemne but no sr-cmn unfunded benefits) and the impact of assistance programs
of unempl.o%mrnnc. inurance. Tht ,xcrnnicni ha, (because nontargeted groups are likely to capture re-
drateid a lav. io creaie one ecalled PROTA(ik. The sources intended for the poor).
desi, rd :, chrnme dep ii Crum modek pre'.ail- With insurance clearly distinguished from assistance,
in, in [he OECD cio'[rarics. The prop,sed shrme states can bringprivate participation and competition into
criei to circuncnr [he disincen,r ec tc '.rk often insurance systems previously dominated by public
a.:, iared with unep[noi-menr insurance. Ir iould monopolies. This can be done in several ways:
crea[e dIII Idu-al.31 .iCCC'tiE rc w' hich workers ind
cmplo'.er. WOUld i.ini!% conrriburc -4-i ercent ol The redistributive component of pensions can be un-
rhe ;'o rker i ;jlan Th c icouni, %iould accumun- bundled from the saving component through a manda-
lae L ip ti- m rnrh- of ;alin- and %%.Wld be pri- tory multipillar system, with the saving pillar fully
j[elk nmlnaged. poF-°ibv b,- th -.n In(I.uuon. funded, privately managed, and publicly regulated.

ch.a nrov nianage Chile s priv.wice persion>. A laid- Redistribution can be accomplished through a flat pub-
off %rkr %-. -u!d recce ;ei.erinc- p3V of one lic pension (as in Argentina).
nr,c.rirh et s-arv pcr %car ',t .en ice. . a m.c.imum * States can introduce mandatory savings accounts for
o0 toe -e,ar;. and c.:uld nmak,e p c t1ke nonthly unemployment insurance, as well as pensions (Box 3.7
N%-i[hdrwA-l, Iromn hiF or her individia.l a-C1omLnt describes a Chilean initiative along these lines).
A hilt uncmplo.ed. \orlrk,.r-r c Ahu became uncm- * Companies and individuals can be allowed to choose
pliowd folo%. inme a resign .run 'ould only- bc nni- between public and private providers, as in Japan, Sri
[kcd to the n,.nchlt xmrahdr%i'alxs The S(tvu V oUld Lanka, and the United Kingdom.
reguilac rchee ui,nimpl.-- mcnt inE u r3nCe aCCou)nUS * Management of the assets of public insurance programs
and ouaranree: minimn"Lum LnernpIo. men[ benc6c. can be contracted out to the private sector (as in

X i[h pen';lo)n. [hi mnirunl.ll cuarmntZee'a ould Malaysia).
be pro%ided only after lurads in the accounl irc * States can enlist independent professionals, rather than
exh iu5 ced. The indi:-idUll account w%ould thus act political appointees, for the boards of trustees of public
a, a dediciublc. programs.

Of course, private provision of social insurance is only
workable if financial markets are well enough developed

But at their root the problems go beyond demograph- so that private intermediaries can readily match these
ics. Civil servants in many countries view their pensions as long-term liabilities with long-term assets. Yet even in
an entitlement, rather than a form of savings: they make poor regions such as Sub-Saharan Africa, thin capital
limited contributions to a retirement scheme but receive a markets need not be a bar to the development of private
full salary as pension after thirty to thirty-five years of ser- pension funds. Given an appropriate-and enforceable-
vice. More generally, influential constituencies success- legal framework for financial sector development, coun-
fully lobby for transfers from the budget, which they are tries could set up regional equity markets. This is a par-
unwilling to see scaled back even in the face of a severe ticularly attractive option for countries of the CFA zone,
fiscal crunch. Or, as in some African countries, public which share a common currency. Already some equity
bureaucracies direct toward themselves resources intended markets in Sub-Saharan Africa compare favorably in
for social insurance or for vulnerable groups. terms of market capitalization with those in Latin Ameri-

Whatever the cause of these problems, unless social can countries that have recently privatized their pension
insurance can be put on a sounder financial footing, either systems (such as Peru).
the programs will collapse, or countries will be plunged
into deep fiscal crisis, or both. An essential first step Sustainable approaches to social assistance
toward reform is for governments to distinguish between Unlike social insurance, which can be self-financing, social
the goals of insurance and those of assistance-especially assistance requires direct expenditure of public funds. Bal-
in developing countries where the gap is often vast ancing the objectives of poverty alleviation and fiscal pru-
between the poorest citizens (generally the targets of assis- dence is thus vital to success. (Table 3.1 summarized the
tance programs) and those who participate in the formal wide variety of approaches that have been tried.) In the past
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the debate was primarily over the relative merits of broad- The challenge of sustaining programs of social assis-
based subsidies and means-tested programs. Today, the tance is political as well as fiscal: since the marginalized
limitations of both have become more apparent. poor are politically weak almost everywhere, in times of

Because means-tested programs (in which benefits are fiscal belt tightening even prudently designed programs
set according to the recipient's income) are administra- risk losing support. Self-targeted programs-especially
tively demanding, they are likely to achieve their goal at those that impose reciprocal obligations on recipients-
reasonable cost only in countries with strong institutional seem more politically resilient than those targeted more
capability. But broad-based subsidies have also lost their narrowly, but they too are vulnerable. At its root, then,
appeal: they are expensive and relatively inefficient at the task-explored in Chapter 7-is to find ways of giv-
reducing poverty. Housing and infrastructure subsidies, ing voice to the concerns of the poor, enabling them to
for example, turn out to benefit higher-income house- become more effective advocates of their own interests.
holds disproportionately (Figure 3.9). Food subsidies
can be more effective if they are targeted toward items
consumed primarily by the poor. Tunisia has effectively Each of the four sets of economic and social fundamentals
moved from a nontargeted to a targeted program by elim- poses distinctive challenges, but all have some challenges
inating all subsidies on goods consumed disproportion- in common.
ately by the nonpoor and, for those food products still First, prioritization is vital. As this chapter shows, in all
subsidized, by differentiating product lines through dif- too many countries the state still does not provide the full
ferences in packaging and the use of generic ingredients. complement of core public goods and services: a founda-
These reforms have reduced the cost of food subsidies tion of lawfulness, a stable macroeconomy, the rudiments
from 4 percent of GDP in the mid-1980s to 2 percent of public health, universal primary education, adequate
by 1993, while still maintaining a food safety net for transport infrastructure, and a minimal safety net. At the
the poor. same time states are overproviding a wide variety of goods

With both means-tested and more broad-based assis- and services that private markets could supply in their
tance programs increasingly in question, attention has stead. Especially in countries with weak institutional capa-
shifted to self-targeted approaches. One approach is to bilities, the need is therefore urgent to focus the state's
focus delivery on those localities, urban and rural, with role on the fundamentals.
disproportionate numbers of poor residents. Another is to Second, skillful use of private, competitive markets and
set the level of benefits low and build in some kind of quid voluntary activity can support development while sharply
pro quo. Food-for-work programs incorporate these fea- reducing the burden on states with weak institutional
tures. So, too, do lending programs for microenterprises capabilities. Market-led growth in a supportive incentive
in poor communities. Box 3.8 illustrates how Indonesia, environment is fundamental. Additionally, markets can
which has made huge strides in reducing poverty through provide a variety of private goods and services that in
broad-based growth, is initiating a variety of self-targeted many countries have somehow wandered into the domain
programs in an effort to eliminate poverty by 2005. of public provision, such as higher education, curative

Figure 3.9 Housing subsidies in developing countries mostly fail to reach the needy
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Box 3.8 Reducing poverty in Indonesia-how social assistance complements broad-based growth

Indonesia's rapid and broad-based grctivh has had a 2.11)(0 villagv--the poorest one-third o,f all
spectacular ehecr c,n povermy reduction. Berneetn 19)-1 Indonesian villages-ro be u,ed ae seed capital for
and 1'.90 the proportion of the population living income-generating actiVities. The program is com-
below the official povern line dcclined from -56 to 1S bined with public wNorks prograrms.
percent: ocher indccarors of txelfare. such as infant U The Prosperous Family progrim. launched in 1996.
mortalinr, sho%%ved s!milar improvement. The goern- aims to improve tbe conditions of families living in
menr has now ser irself thie ambitious targer of eradi- non-IDT village,. and w%hose livingc, standards are
caring absolute pc%errv within the next decade. The belos a certain level. through small grants and sub-
challenge is that the remaining poor are concentrated sidized credit.
in isolated pocket, of poverrty itEh poor natural U Under the Transmiuratcion Program about -h)(,000
resource endou%menti. low poptdacion densiri&e, and families, or over 3.o million people. have been reset-
oIrher socioeconorrmic characteristics that make them tled at government expense from overpopulatedjava
difficult to reach. Several tarneied interventions have to less populated outer islands. The program aims to
been initiated in recent ears,. including the followking: address landlessnes-, as a cause of poverrv and provide

new- serler; vith aericiLdmrcil land and other henefirt.
* The Inpres Dna Teriinggal I[IDTI program. launched U The Kaampung Improvement Program is xargeted at

in l9Pi;i. i dirt-eted at villaces that the country's impro\ ingr he provision of social sen-ices and infra-
dev-elopment has left behind. The progran distrib- structure to densely populated. low-income, urban
utes grants tot sling b20i- nmillion per year among neighborhoods.

health services, and pensions and other forms of insurance. Finally, states should seek ways to enhance the credibil-
In a range of other areas-using social funds for poverty ity of their actions. In the short run, while weak domestic
alleviation, enhancing the quality of primary education, institutions are being reinforced, stronger ties with external
encouraging participation by NGOs and communities- actors-for example, through stabilization programs with
reform can greatly improve service delivery. Countries the IMF-can help governments signal their commit-
with weak public institutions should assign high priority ment. In the long run, however, as Part Three explores in
to finding ways to use markets and involve private firms depth, the vital challenge is to build homegrown commit-
and other nongovernmental providers in service delivery. ment mechanisms, rooted in domestic institutions.


